
Alex Blower | Further Education Project Leader
Welcome to the (Social) Justice League!



• 2012-2015 Schools and Colleges Liaison Officer (BCU)
• 2015-2019 UK Student Recruitment and Outreach Officer (Southampton)
• 2016-2019 PhD Education and Inequality (Wolverhampton)
• 2019- Further Education Project Leader (SUN)

WORKING IN OUTREACH



AIMS

• Why we should care about the work that we conduct
• Societal change and the widening equality gap
• Can we conduct activity to widen access to Higher 

Education badly?
• How do we work to facilitate more equitable access to 

Higher Education?



When I grow up I
want to be a Schools and 
Colleges Liaison Officer

Complete 
Accident!



WHY WE SHOULD CARE

Primary School

Family Health Issues

Anxiety

Expulsion from school

Secondary School

Second Secondary School University



Social Mobility Commission: State of the Nation

INEQUALITY

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/social-mobility-in-great-britain-state-of-the-nation-2018-to-2019


SOCIAL MOBILITY COMMISION: 
THE STATE OF THE NATION

‘People from working class backgrounds are much 

more likely to be paid below the voluntary living 

wage than those from more advantaged 

backgrounds (27 per cent vs. 17 per cent), showing 

entrenched social mobility problems within the low 

paid workforce’

‘Almost all forms of adult education 

have been in decline since 2010. Those 

who do receive education or training are 

more likely to be affluent; 49 per cent of 

the poorest adults have received no 

training since leaving school, compared 

to 20 per cent of the richest’
‘Increasing numbers of students from low income 

families are entering university by age 19, although 

their better off peers are still much more likely to do 

so. However, despite increases in university entry, 

students eligible for FSM are very unlikely to go to 

the most selective universities, with only five per 

cent gaining entrance (compared to 12 per cent of 

all students)’

‘Cuts to budgets and efforts to improve 

schools in recent years have had 

unintended consequences for poorer 

students. Reforms to the curriculum, 

although well intentioned, were 

implemented too quickly for some young 

people, and disadvantaged students lost 

out disproportionately during the 

implementation’



THE WIDENING GAP OF INEQUALITY

The Gini Coefficient, Intergenerational 

Elasticity and The Great Gatsby Curve

‘The growing divide in life’s resources has 

taken its toll on many Britons. We are a 

society of unequals: not just in terms of the 

money we earn, but the wealth we own, the 

attitudes we have, and the political beliefs we 

hold’



Societal Change



Societal Change



SOCIETAL CHANGE

The Great British Class Calculator

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-22000973


Economic

Social

Cultural

Resource



WHICH GROUP ARE THE STUDENTS THAT 
WE WORK WITH IN?



Gender

Class

Race

Intersections

of

Inequality 

Disability

Age



The Race for $100

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1z1D2_KWCbU


Can we conduct activity to widen 
access to Higher Education badly?



‘This is not just a matter of gender. Ethnicity 
makes a difference too. Leicester City Council 
told the House of Commons Education Select 

Committee of their experience that in parts of 
Leicester, ‘the white working class culture is 

characterised by low aspirations and negative 
attitudes to education’ in a way not seen with 

other ethnic groups.’ (HEPI, 2016)

UNDER REPRESENTED STUDENTS HAVE 
LOWER ASPIRATIONS ?



WE SHOULD RAISE ASPIRATIONS?



RAISE ASPIRATIONS?



The Tyranny of Merit

The Tyranny of Merit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRolGQ3QJPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRolGQ3QJPE


THE EMBEDDED OR CONTINGENT 
‘CHOICE’?

The historical socially 
embedded ‘choice’ 

(familiar route inside familial 
experience)

The contingent socially 
mobile ‘choice’ 

(socially mobile trajectory outside of 
familial experience)

Ball, S.J., Reay, D. and David, M. (2002) 'Ethnic Choosing': 

Minority ethnic students, social class and higher education 
choice. Race ethnicity and education [online], 5(4), pp. 333-357 

Vs.



A DOUBLE-BIND OF RISK?

Option 1

Go for the ‘safe bet’ of a familiar trajectory which the members of your 
immediate social network have experience navigating (even though there’s 
a chance of being stuck in precarious employment)

Option 2

Follow a new educational trajectory outside of the family’s experience 
involving the deferment of paid work, the accrual of student debt and 
possibly moving away from close friends/family members who support 
you, whilst at the same time finding ways to access the knowledge and 
social networks to facilitate successful entry in to HE (all of which isn’t 
easily accessible) 

Exam Success



IT DOESN’T STOP AT GETTING IN…



So how do we do work to widen 
access to Higher Education well?



LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD

Economic

Social

Cultural

Provide resource for 

development of future 

expectations



CHALLENGE UNHELPFUL INSTITUTIONAL 
NARRATIVES & PRACTICES



CAREFULLY CONSIDER CONTEXT

EconomicSocial

Cultural

Resources

Devonshire

Bedfordshire

London

Newcastle



TAKE STRENGHTS BASED 
APPROACHES

‘Changing Mindsets is based on Dweck’s Implicit 

Theories of Intelligence, in which Dweck argued that 

intelligence is malleable and that teachers can help 

pupils develop a growth mindset by praising their 

effort and persistence, over their innate intelligence. 

This iteration of Changing Mindsets is a student and 

staff workshop-based intervention that builds a 

growth mindset: the belief that intelligence is not a 

fixed characteristic and can be increased through 
effort’

Sen's Capability Approach

Changing Mindsets Project

https://www.iep.utm.edu/sen-cap/
http://mindsets.port.ac.uk/


INTERSTING READS



A.J.Blower@soton.ac.uk

@EduDetective

Edu Detective




